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Aquadeck is proud to present the new PC Cobalt

Solar slat. A beautiful polycarbonate slat with solar

effect. PC Cobalt Solar has a deep blue chic glow and

presents a very natural look.

PC Graphite Solar will henceforth be fitted with

a ‘smoke cap’ and transparent sealant. This cap

complements the slat beautifully, enhancing the

overall style significantly.

New slat colour  
PC Cobalt Solar

Slat
Changed cap colour

Aquadeck® is passionate about pools and covers. We see

the cover as the most defining component of any pool.

We produce top-quality slatted pool covers with care and

craftsmanship. Thanks to this passion and expertise,  

Aquadeckhas been a leading manufacturer of automatic  

cover systems for over 25 years. 

Our most important partner? That is you, the pool builder.

Every day brings a new opportunity to work with our products.

Together, we follow trends and look for innovations, because

innovation is an endless pursuit. It can always be better,

smarter or more beautiful. That is why Aquadeck is also

unveiling a variety of novelties this year. It is our pleasure to

outline them for you here.

New in

2024

PC Solar will now be fitted with a ‘black cap’ and

black sealant. The black caps and sealant lend the

slat a much more serene and stylish appearance.



As an addition to the new DCB control box, we are also launching an LED control 

panel. This is a touchscreen that allows the cover to be opened and closed.  

To operate the cover, a code must first be entered so that the consumer can prevent 

the cover from being operated unintentionally (by children, for example). All this in the 

context of safety. Any DCB error codes can be easily read out via the control panel.

Surface-mounted LED control panel mid-2024

To better steer the first slat along skimmer flanges,  

for example, many customers use our specially 

designed ‘shark fins’.

The shark fins were made more robust and attractive, 

while of course matching the new cap colours..

Shark fin adaptation  
in colour and design

The Aqua DCB Digital Control Box makes installation and 

programming easier for the pool builder. Thanks to the 

DCB’s Bluetooth module, you can use a smartphone to 

add the box in the Aquadeck PoolCover app and set up 

the cover. The direction of rotation of the motor can also be 

changed, speeds can be adjusted and the box can be used 

with all other brands of tubular motors.

Aqua DCB Digital Control Box March 2024

Tip: Choose the DCB control box if you know that your customer wishes to operate the 

cover using a touchscreen. The touchscreen can be added later and connected by wire 

to the DCB control box.
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